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In this article we review the current state of the art in Agent-Mediated Knowledge Management systems and sketch
some directions for future research.

1

Agents and KM

Knowledge Management (KM) is a systematic approach for
sustainably improving the handling of knowledge on all levels of an organization (individual, group, organizational, and
inter-organizational level) in order to support the organization’s business goals, such as innovation, quality, cost effectiveness etc. KM holistically combines activities adressing
organization culture, static and dynamic organization structures, as well as ICT infrastructure (cp. [4]).
ICT approaches typically fall into one of two basic system
classes: One class—comprising, e.g., Organizational Memory
Information Systems (OMs, cp. [1, 20])—aims at acquisition,
structuring and high–precision delivery of explicit knowledge
(“provide the right people with the right information at the
right time”). The other class of systems—like expert finder
systems or community of practice support—doesn’t rely so
much on explicitly represented knowledge, but rather brings
people together, for instance, to solve a given knowledge–
intensive problem (see, for instance [6, 24]).
Based on our practical and research experience with KM
solutions, we identify the following requirements as central
challenges for next generation KM systems. We can only
sketch them briefly, for more detail, please refer to [38, 26].
R1: KM has to respect the distributed nature of knowledge in organizations: A KM system should therefore allow
to balance between (a) global knowledge which might have or might constitute a shared context, but may also be
relatively expensive; and (b) local expertise which might represent knowledge that is not easily shareable or is not worth
sharing. Further, as global views cannot always be reached,
a KM system must be able to handle context switches of
knowledge assets, e.g., by providing explicit procedures for
capturing the context during knowledge acquisition and for
re-contextualizing during knowledge support. Fully accepting
the ideas of distribudness means to face technical as well
as organizational problems such as trust, responsibility, and
contextuality.
R2: KM systems must reflect the inherent goal dichotomy between business processes and KM processes1 .: Within
an environment of bounded resources, knowledge workers
will always concentrate on their first order business processes instead of KM meta processes. This means they optimize
1 For a discussion of operational processes vs. knowledge processes, see, for instance, [54, 59].

their operational goals locally and only invest very little to
fulfil strategic, global KM goals. It is clear and pretty well accepted that having and using knowledge is important for optimally fulfilling first-order tasks, but the workload and time
pressure is nevertheless often so high that the effort invested
for preparing this, time for knowledge conservation, evolution, organization, etc., is considered a second-order process
often neglected in practice. Even cumbersome activities for
knowledge search and reuse are often considered to be unacceptable. Therefore, KM processes should be embedded in
the worker’s first-order processes, and proactive tools should
minimze the cognitive load for KM tasks.
R3: Knowledge work as well as KM in general, must
be considered as “wicked problem solving” (cf. [14]): This
means that a precise a-priori description of how to execute a
task or solve a problem does not exist. An optimal solution
for KM problems and the respective knowledge and information flows cannot be prescribed entirely from start to finish,
because goals may change or be adapted in each working
step. Therefore knowledge workers and KM systems must
be flexible enough to adapt to additional insights and to
proactively take opportunities when they arise during work.
Solving “wicked problems” is a fundamentally social process. A KM system should therefore support the necessary
complex interactions and supporting processes like planning,
coordination and negotiation of knowledge activities.
R4: KM has to deal with changing environments: KM
systems typically reside in environments which are subject
to frequent changes, in organizational structures, in business
processes, or in the IT infrastructure. Centralized solutions
are often ill–suited to deal with continuous modifications in
the enterprise, e.g., because the maintenance costs for detailed models and ontologies simply get too high. Furthermore,
the implementation of KM often follows an evolutionary approach where functionalities are not implemented “in one
step” for the whole company, but partial solutions are deployed to specific sub-structures. In order to obtain a comprehensive system, these elements then have to be integrated
under a common ceiling without disturbing their individual
value.
Typically, agents are considered best suited to applications that are modular, decentralized, changeable, illstructured, and complex (see, e.g., [49]). Although the match
between these five salient features and the KM requirements
R1 – R4 is already obvious, we will elaborate a bit more on
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this match. Let us start with the weak definition of agents
[61] with the definitional features autonomy, social ability,
reactive behavior, and proactive behavior.
In the first place, the notion of agents can be seen as a
natural metaphor to model KM environments which can be
conceived as consisting of a number of interacting entities
(individuals, groups, IT, etc.) that constitute a potentially
complex organizational structure (R1, R4). Reflecting this in
an agent-based architecture may help to maintain integrity
of the existing organizational structure and the autonomy of
its subparts. Autonomy and social ability of the single agents
are the basic means to achieve this.
Reactivity and proactivity of agents help to cope with
the flexibility needed to deal with the “wicked” nature of
KM tasks (R3). The resulting complex interactions with the
related actors in the KM landscape and the environment can
be supported and modeled by the complex social skills with
which agents can be endowed.
Proactiveness as well as autonomy help accomodating
to the reality that knowledge workers typically do not adopt
KM goals with a high priority (R2).
Regarding primarily the software-technology aspects of
agents, they represent a way of incorporating legacy systems
into modern distributed information systems; wrapping a legacy system with an agent will enable the legacy system to
interact with other systems much more easily. Furthermore, agent approaches allow for extensibility and openness in
situations when it is impossible to know at design time exactly which components and functionalities the system will
have in the long run. Both arguments reflect pretty well the
technical consequences of abstract requirements R4 and R3
(changing environments demand continuous reconfiguration,
the unpredictable nature of wicked problems requires flexible
approaches), R2 (competition between operational work and
KM meta work call for highly integrated KM solutions), or
R1 (already existing local solutions must be confederated).
In the last years, there have been many experimental systems exploring the use of agents for investigating the one
or other aspect (such as weakly-structured workflow, ontology mediation, metadata for knowledge retrieval, or contextuality) of KM, as well as comprehensive agent-based KM
frameworks (like FRODO, CoMMA, Edamok [3, 10, 29]). In
this paper we try to give an overview of today’s state of the
art in this area and to identify directions for future work.

2

A description schema for
agent–based KM approaches

In the literature, there exist already many good classification schemas for agent applications. Nevertheless, for the
purpose of this paper, we propose a description schema that
is, on one hand, more KM-specific and, on the other hand,
also captures the whole life cycle of agent–oriented system
development. To get an overview of agent approaches for
KM, we think that a categorization along three dimensions
is especially beneficial:
1. the stage in a system’s development process where

agents are used (analysis, conceptual design, or implementation);
2. the architecture / topology of the agent system; and
3. the KM functionality / application focused on.
We discuss these dimensions in the following three subsections.

2.1

System development level

Agent–oriented Software Engineering emphasizes the adequacy of the agent metaphor for design and implementation
of complex information systems with multiple distinct and
independent components. Agents enable the aggregation of
different functionalities (such as planning, learning, coordination, etc.) in a conceptually embodied and situated whole
[42]; agents also provide ways to relate directly to these abstractions in the design and development of large systems.
An organizational analysis is often integral part of methodologies for the development of KM systems (see, e.g.,
the CommonKADS [57], or the DECOR [48] methods). Originating in the realm of human collaboration, the notion of
agents can be an epistemologically adequate abstraction to
capture and model relevant people, roles, tasks, and social
interactions. These models can be valuable input for the requirements analysis phase for the development of the KM
system.

Abbildung 1: Notion of agents at different stages in the development cycle of an agent–based KM system
Figure 1 gives an overview of the use of agents on different levels in the system engineering cycle. Of course, on
each level we can have different specific agent theories (that
is, how agents are conceptualized, what basic properties
they have, etc. [61]) and respective representation languages
(which on the implementation level may be operational programming languages) for defining concrete agents and their
relations. Methodologies for agent–oriented software engineering like Tropos [32] and Gaia [62] not only define these
representation languages for different levels, they are also the
glue between them by providing mappings and processes for
the transition from one level to another.
In [23], overall design requirements for KM environments
were identified, which include the need to separate the specification of the organizational structure for the internal archi-
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tecture of its component entities, and the need for explicit
representation of normative issuesm (see also [21]).
Of course, in real life, pragmatic decisions may often lead
to the use of agents at just one or two development levels.
On the other hand, having to implement a KM system on
the basis of “conventional software” (like relational databases or client/server–based groupware solutions) or on the
basis of modern, strongly related technologies like peer-topeer networks or web services should not necessarily hinder
an agent–oriented analysis and system design.

2.2

Macro–level Structure of the Agent
System

Agent theories, abstract agent architectures, and agent languages as defined in [61] mainly take a micro–level view,
i.e., they focus on the concept of one agent: What properties does an agent have, how can these properties be realized
in a computer system, what are the appropriate programming
languages for that? For Knowledge Management—which
typically employs a strong organizational perspective—the
macro–level structure is also of special interest. How many
agents do we have? What types of agents? What is the topology with respect to the flow of information, or with respect
to the co-ordination of decisions? One possible dimension to
characterize the macro–level of an agent–based KM system
is the degree of sociability as depicted in Figure 2:
Single Agent
• Personal
Information
Agent

Homogeneous MAS
• Cooperative
Retrieval
Agents

• Agent-based
OM Architecture

(Heterogeneous)
Agent Societies
• Agent-based
Distributed OM Architecture

Abbildung 2: Degree of sociability
• Single–agent architectures: Typical examples are user
interface or personal information agents. These agents
can perceive their environment and access some objects like web resources, but they normally have no
elaborated interaction (like collaboration or negotiation) with other agents (except for the human user).
• Homogeneous multi–agent architectures: Agents can
co-operate with other agents in order to solve their
tasks. Homogeneity means that the system consists
mainly of one type / class of agents. These agents
have not necessarily the same goals, but their tasks
and capabilities are comparable. Agent–based collaborative filtering is a typical example: All agents are
seen as peers which can provide information on what
entities they use or like, and each agent can collect
this information to provide the user with valuable hints about interesting new information.
• Heterogeneous multi–agent architectures: contain
multiple agent classes which may have completely different purposes, knowledge and capabilities. Various
information integration architectures (e.g., Knowledge Rovers [34], MOMIS/MIKS [7]) are described as

heterogeneous MAS: Specialists exist for wrapping information sources, agents for integrating different description schemas, and for adequately presenting information to the users.
A characterization of the macro–level structure of an
agent–based KM system may, in addition to the description
of the number of agents and the system’s heterogeneity, also
include facets like
• co-ordination form: How are decisions and information
flow coordinated?
• open vs. closed system: (How)Can new agents (agent
types) enter the system?
• implicit vs. explicit social structure: Do the agents have an explicit representation of their role in the system
which allows for a certain assurance of the system’s
global behavior? Do they even have a machinery for
reasoning about their rights and obligations? Are roles
globally defined or negotiated?
Electronic institutions are a typical example of a complex
society architecture. Electronic institutions provide a computational analogue of human organizations in which agents
interact through roles that are defined as specified patterns
of behavior [60].
Of course, the above examples for different degrees of
sociability do not form a discrete, categorical discrimination.
On the contrary they are exemplary operating points on a
continuous scale. Heterogeneous MAS, e.g., may have sub–
societies that are homogeneous themselves.

2.3

KM application area

The third dimension for characterizing agent–based KM applications deals with the specific knowledge management
functionality of the system: What is the scope of the system? Which KM processes / tasks are supported?
Principally, there are many high–level KM models which
could be used to form the vocabulary for this dimension. We
will start with the famous KM cycle by Probst et al. [52]
which — in addition to the management–oriented tasks of
defining knowledge goals and assessing the organization’s
knowledge — e.g., identifies six building blocks:
• Identification processes analyze which knowledge
exists in an organization.
• Acquisition is the process of integrating external
knowledge.
• Development processes generate new knowledge.
• Distribution processes connect knowledge containers
with potential users.
• Preservation aims at the sustainability of knowledge,
i.e., that is accessible and understandable over a period time.
• Utilization means to operationalize available knowledge in order to solve actual business tasks (better).
Alternatively, the model of Nonaka and Takeuchi [47] can
be used to describe the KM application area. They distinguish four types of transformation processes between implicit
/ internal knowledge (e.g., competencies, experiences, skills)
and explicit / external knowledge (e.g., facts, coded rules,
formal business processes):
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• With socialization, knowledge that is implicit to a person is transferred to another person by sharing experiences. Apprenticeship learning, for example, makes
heavy use of socialization.
• Externalization is the process of making implicit knowledge explicit, e.g., by talking about it, writing it down
informally or by formalizing it. Knowledge acquisition
techniques developed for expert systems mainly aim
at externalization.
• Combination is the basis for generating new knowledge from external knowledge by relating knowledge
pieces with other knowledge pieces. Data mining and
machine learning are technical approaches for this.
• Internalization is the transformation of explicit knowledge into implicit knowledge and thereby making it
applicable.
From these classical models, several further distinctions
have been developed in Knowledge Management research
that can be utilized to describe the application area. For example, systems can take a more process–oriented or a more
product–oriented view [37, 44]. The latter emphasizes the
management of explicit knowledge; the former focuses on
human beings and their internal knowledge, i.e., the ”process of knowing” and the ”process of knowledge exchange”
between people.
Furthermore, a KM system can support individuals and
their tasks at hand, it can support teams and groups, or it
may take a more global, organizational perspective.

3

Exemplary Agent-based
Applications

KM

In this section, we present some examples of agent-based
systems developed to support and/or model KM domains.
We group these systems by the second dimension (macro–
level structure), because this also largely reflects and matches
the historical evolution of research in this area.

3.1

Predominantly Single Agent Approaches

Most KM support systems that take a single agent approach
are User Interface Agents or Information Agents which embody the metaphor of “a personal assistant who is collaborating with the user in the same work environment” [43].
Virtually all systems in this class are information agents (cp.
[40]) that typically
• have access to a variety of information sources;
• handle a model of the user’s information needs and
preferences; and
• try to provide relevant information to the user in an
adequate way, either by filtering incoming information
from the sources, or by actively retrieving it.
Prototypical systems in this category use e-mail in-boxes,
news forums, dedicated KM databases within the company,
intranet documents, or internet search engines as information
sources.

A representative architecture for an intelligent information agent that assists the user in accessing a (not agent–
based) Organizational Memory, in this case the OntoBroker
system, is described in [58]. The agent relies on an explicit
model of the actual business process and uses this knowledge
of the work context to determine when information support
may be appropriate and what information may be useful in
that context.
Rhodes and Maes [56] presented three just-in-time information retrieval (JITIR) agents: The Remembrance Agent
continually presents a list of documents that are related to a
document currently being written or read in the Emacs editor, Margin Notes uses documents loaded in a Web Browser
as context, and Jimminy uses the physical environment (location, people in the room, etc.) to determine what information may be relevant. All three agents use the same back–end
system Savant [55] for the actual information retrieval step.
The primary contribution of such research is the development of adequate sensors and effectors for personal information agents. Sensors define the way the agents can assess
the context of their services, i.e., when to perform a service proactively and what the user’s actual information need
is. Here, approaches range from the pre–modelled business
processes described above, to observing knowledge workers
in their usage of standard office applications like text processors, web browsers or mailing tools (cf. Watson [16] or
Letizia [39]).
The effectors of user interface agents, on the other hand,
determine the way information can be presented to the user.
The JITIR agent Margin Notes, for example, automatically
rewrites Web pages as they are loaded, and places links to
personal information items in a dedicated area of the page.
Watson presents suggestions in a dedicated window, and in
KnowMore [2], information from the Organizational Memory
can be directly handed over to specific fields in a form–based
application.
Concerning the level of system development, personal
assistant approaches are mostly deployed at the modelling
level. The most relevant aspect used from the agent metaphor is that an agent acts on behalf of a user who has specific goals and interests. Regarding the implementation level,
personal assistants are today mostly implemented using conventional programming techniques.
With respect to the KM application area, personal assistants are mainly related to the dissemination of knowledge to be used by knowledge workers, in a just–in–time,
just–enough fashion. Applications such as OntoBroker take
a product–oriented view on knowledge, as they emphasize
the management of explicit knowledge sources.
To sum up, we can say that many of the presented ideas
are already well-developed in the technological sense, and
some of them have even found their way into commercial
software products. Although the software functionalities are
stable and apparently useful, the logical next step for research
and application has seldom been done, namely a rigorous
assessment of usability and usefulness. There are a few specific experiments about evaluation of Personal Information
Agents and the influence of process-aware, proactive infor-
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mation delivery, respectively (see [15, 17, 27, 56]), but in our
opinion there is still a need for broad and long-term experiments about usability issues, user acceptance, and influence
on working behavior and working efficiency / effectiveness
by KM tools.

3.2

Homogeneous Multi–Agent Approaches

An obvious extension to the personal information agents described above is to see each user not only as an information
consumer, but also as a provider. In this case, the personal
agent could assist the user also in serving as a source of information. A simple example for such agents are the clients
for peer-to-peer file sharing like Kazaa, ED2K, or – in the
e-Learning domain – Edutella [46]. These agents have specialized interfaces for expressing queries, passing them on to
other agents and displaying the results. But they are also
able to receive queries and process them by answering with
result documents or by passing a query to other agents. In
the following, we describe more elaborate approaches.
MARS is an adaptive social network for information access [63] with a purely homogeneous structure that is based
on the idea above. Each agent has basically two competencies: i) to deliver some domain information with respect to
a query, and ii) to refer to other agents that may fulfill a
specific information need. Additionally, the agents learn assessments of other agents in the network. This means they
assess the other agents’ ability to produce correct domain
answers as well as their ability to produce accurate referrals.
DIAMS [19] is a system of distributed, collaborative information agents that help users access, collect, organize and
exchange information on the World Wide Web. DIAMS aims
at encouraging collaboration among users. Personal agents
provide their owners with dynamic views on well–organized
information collections, as well as with user–friendly information management utilities. These agents work closely together with each other and with other types of information
agents such as matchmakers and knowledge experts to facilitate collaboration and communication. aConnections between users with similar interests can be established with the
help of matchmaker agents.
The focus of the research described in [50] is to
add context–awareness to personal information agents that
are (homogeneous) peers in a larger society of agents.
The so-called CAPIAs (Context–Aware Personal Information Agents) have a model of their social and potential process context (e.g., the user’s schedule) as well as of their
physical context (time and location). In the COMRIS Conference Center system the CAPIAs are employed for context–
sensitive presentation of relevant information, e.g., whether
“interesting” conference attendees or events (sessions, exhibition booths) are to be found nearby.
Homogeneous multi–agent approaches in Knowledge
Management seem to be a good way for leveraging single–
agent approaches by taking advantage of the knowledge of
other users in the organization. In the GroupLens project
these leveraging effects are systematically investigated [33].

Let’s Browse [41], the successor of Letizia [39], does not model its collaborative web browsing as a cooperation between
independent agents, but as one central agent that comprises
the profiles of several users. An interesting but open question is, to what extent multi–agent modelling has an “added
value” (e.g., wrt. user trust, privacy concerns, willingness to
disclose information, ...) compared to a “functionally” equivalent monolithic system.
Also homogeneous MAS applications to KM are mainly seen at the modelling level of development. With respect
to the KM dimension, multi–agent approaches are mostly
directed to the modelling of collaboration and interaction
between users and systems, that is, with socialization issues. While most systems still lean considerably towards a
product–oriented view of knowledge, these systems take a
more process–oriented view on the management of knowledge, and can support teams and groups, as well as individual
users. Homogeneous MAS approaches mostly provide a multiplication of a single–agent, and as such may not be able
to support enough depth needed at the analysis and design
level for comprehensive KM. Complex KM domains often require the combination of global and individual perspectives,
and activities to follow desired structures, while enabling autonomous decisions on how to accomplish results. In order
to cope with these requirements, heterogeneous approaches
may be more appropriate.

3.3

Heterogeneous Multi–Agent
Society–oriented Approaches

and

Heterogeneous multi–agent systems consist of a potentially
high number of agents which may belong to different classes. with diverse competencies and types of goals. The design
of many agent–based KM systems emerges from the “standard” three–tier enterprise information architectures that are
often the basis for business applications (e.g., [45]):
• The data layer manages repositories with knowledge
objects such as documents, e-mail, etc.
• The application layer realizes the business logic of the
system.
• The presentation layer organizes the interaction of the
system with its users.
KAoS [13, 18], a generic agent architecture for aerospace
applications, is an early agent–based system for the management of technical information contained in documents. KAoS
employs agents on all three layers. In addition, a layer with
generic service agents provides the middleware functionality
of an agent platform (whitepage and matchmaking services
for agents, proxies for connections to other agent domains,
agent context management). The data services wrap the information sources by encapsulating indexing, search and retrieval functions, but also monitor them to allow for proactive information push. The prototype system Gaudi uses the
KAoS platform for situation–specific, adaptive information
delivery in the context of training and customer support in
the airplane industry [12]. Recent versions of KAoS also incorporate social aspects in agent communities [28]. However,
the relevance of this approach for KM applications has not
yet been discussed.
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Abbildung 3: Three-layer KM Architecture [35] (reprinted
with kind permission)

The focus of KM systems based on a layer architecture
like the one presented above is mostly the reuse of information contained in the information sources. Consequently,
the knowledge flow is mainly from the data layer to the presentation layer. The conceptual model for Knowledge Management that Kerschberg presents with his Knowledge Rover
architecture [34] does not have this principal restriction. He
broadens the presentation layer to a Knowledge Presentation
and Creation Layer, which also comprises discussion groups
and other types of potential knowledge creating services [35]
(cf. Figure 3). Hence, knowledge flow from the presentation
to the data layer is also taken into account. Consequently, the application layer comprehensively embraces all basic
KM processes — acquisition, refinement, storage/retrieval,
distribution, and presentation of knowledge (cf. Section 2.3).
For a knowledge reuse–oriented view, the integration of
information from various sources is essential. The fusion
of knowledge from multiple, distributed and heterogeneous
sources is the focus of the KRAFT project [51]. KRAFT has
an agent–based architecture with knowledge processing components realized as software agents. The architecture uses
constraints as a common knowledge interchange format, expressed in terms of a common ontology. Knowledge held in
local sources can be translated into the common constraint
language, fused with knowledge from other sources, and is
then used to solve a specific problem, or to deliver some information to a user. The generic framework of the architecture
can be reused across a wide range of knowledge domains and
has been used in a network data services application, as well
as in prototype systems for advising students on university
transfers, and for advising health care practitioners on drug
therapies. The implementation of KRAFT is based on the
FIPA standard with RDF as a content language.
The Campiello project [36] aims at using innovative information and communication technology to develop new
links between local communities and visitors of historical cities of art and culture. The objectives of the project are to
connect local inhabitants of historical places better, to make them active participants in the construction of cultural

information, and to support new and improved connections
with cultural managers and tourists. The system includes a
recommender module, a search module, and a shared data
space. In order to facilitate the integration, tailoring and extensibility of these components, an agent model was chosen
for the services in Campiello. The architecture supports interaction between distributed, heterogeneous agents and is
built on top of the Voyager platform2 which was extended
towards an agent platform by adding directory and broker
services, administration tools and agent classes.
In an organizational environment, one of the main context aspects is the business process a knowledge worker is
involved in. Business process–oriented Knowledge Management (BPOKM, cf. [5]) considers these processes i) as knowledge objects themselves, ii) as knowledge creation context,
iii) as trigger, when some knowledge objects may be relevant, and iv) as context what knowledge may be relevant.
The EULE system [53] shows an integration of business process modeling and knowledge management. The system takes a micro–level view on business processes by modeling
and supporting “office tasks” of a single worker by just–in–
time information delivery, but does not coordinate complete
workflows performed by groups of people. While EULE is
not an explicitly agent–based system, in the FRODO framework for Distributed Organizational Memories [3] workflows
themselves are first–order citizens in an agent–society for
KM in distributed environments. An Organizational Memory
in FRODO can be seen as a meta-information system with
tight integration into enterprise business processes, which relies on appropriate formal models and ontologies as a basis
for common understanding and automatic processing capabilities [1]. The FRODO four layer architecture for Organizational Memories (OM) contains i) the application layer ; ii)
the information source layer ; iii) The knowledge description
layer (metadata layer); and iv) the knowledge access layer
Agents in a FRODO reside on all four layers:
• Workflow–related agents (task agents, workflow model manager, ...) are on the application layer and control the execution of business processes.
• Personal User Agents are also on the application layer
and provide the interface to the individual knowledge
worker.
• On the knowledge access layer, Info Agents and Context Providers realize retrieval and other information processing services to support the task and user
agents.
• The knowledge descriptions are handled by Domain
Ontology Agents. Dedicated Distributed Domain Ontology Agents serve as bridges between several OMs.
• Wrapper Agents and Document Analysis and Understanding Agents enable access to the sources and
informal–formal transitions of information, and are
thus located in the knowledge object layer or at the intersection between knowledge objects and knowledge
descriptions, respectively.
A FRODO agent is not only described by its knowledge, goals and competencies, but also by its rights and obligations, thus forming agent societies. The description of
2 http://www.recursionsw.com/products/voyager/voyager.asp
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ontology societies in [25] exemplifies FRODO’s concept of
socially–enabled agents for KM. The implementation is based on the FIPA–compliant JADE platform3 .
The Edamok project4 also aims at enabling autonomous
and distributed management of knowledge [10]. Edamok
completely abandons centralized approaches, resulting in the
peer–to–peer architecture KEx [9]. Each peer in KEx has the
competence to create and organize the knowledge that is local to an individual or a group. Social structures between these peers are established that allow for knowledge exchange
between them. In addition to the semantic coordination techniques that are required for this approach, the Edamok project also investigates contextual reasoning, natural language
processing techniques and methodological aspects of distributed KM.
In the CoMMA project [8]. societies of agents are created
for personalized information delivery [31]:
• Agents in the ontology dedicated sub–society are
concerned with the management of the ontological
aspects of the information retrieval activity.
• The annotation dedicated sub–society is in charge of
storing and searching document annotations in a local
repository and also of distributed query solving and
annotation allocation.
• The connection dedicated sub–society provides white
page and yellow page services to the agents.
• The user dedicated sub–society manages user profiles
as well as the interface to the knowledge worker.
The sub–societies in CoMMA can be organized hierarchically
or peer–to–peer. The position of an agent in a society is
defined by its role [30]. The system was implemented on top
of JADE agent, and special attention was paid to the use of
XML and RDF for representing document annotations and
queries.
With respect to the question of where in the development cycle the notion of agents is used, most of the systems
presented up to now take kind of a middle–out approach:
All of them have an agent–based description of the system’s
components. This description is partly motivated by a functional decomposition from an IT point of view, and partly a
result of reflecting real–world entities (users, groups, etc.) in
the system. Some of these architectures are then implemented using “conventional” software technology, others build
upon dedicated agent platforms. Only a few of the described
systems complement their architectures with an agent–based
KM methodology for guiding the development of such a system in an organizational context.
A recent proposal for a design methodology specifically
tailored to agent societies is OperA [21]. This methodology
is based on a three–tiered framework for agent societies that
distinguishes between (a) the specification of the intended
organizational structure, and (b) the individual desires and
behavior of the participating agents:
1. The organizational structure of the society, as intended by the organizational stakeholders, is described in
the Organizational Model (OM).
3 http://sharon.cselt.it/projects/jade/
4 http://edamok.itc.it/

2. The agent population of an OM is specified in the
Social Model (SM) in terms of social contracts that
make explicit the commitments which are regulating
the enactment of roles by individual agents.
3. Finally, given an agent population for a society, the
Interaction Model (IM) describes possible interaction
between agents.
After all models have been specified, the characteristics
and requirements of the society can be incorporated in the
implemented software agents themselves. Agents will thus
contain enough information and capability to interact with
others according to the society specification. The OperA methodology and framework have been applied to the design of
Knowledge Market, an agent society to support peer–to–peer
knowledge sharing in a Community of Practice; this has been
designed in such a way that it preserves and recognizes individual ownership of knowledge and enables the specification
and monitoring of reciprocity agreements [22].
The table 1 below characterizes the systems described
wrt. the dimensions introduced in Section 2.

4

Summary and Outlook

The goal of this paper was twofold, i) to clarify the relationship between typical characteristics of Knowledge Management environments and core features of software agents as
a basic technology to support KM, an ii) to provide a framework for the analysis and description of agent–based KM
systems.
The synopsis of exemplary agent–based KM systems in
Section 3 with respect to these dimensions showed how the
design space is covered by today’s research approaches, prototypes and systems. Though most applications are not entirely agent–based from organizational analysis to system implementation, the potential of agent technology in all phases was demonstrated. On the other hand, it is clear that
the majority of KM applications nowadays is not explicitly
agent–based. Thus, there is still much work to be done in
order to fathom the capability of agent technology for KM
systems.
We just briefly sketch some possible future research directions:
1. Socio–technical: How can the teamwork of human
knowledge workers and artificial agents (that might
act “on behalf of” people) be balanced? Here, questions from human–computer interaction arise, but also
questions of trust, responsibility, etc.
2. Agent technology and KM functionality : What agent
models and architectures are needed for what kind of
KM application? Should concepts of trust, responsibility, rights, obligations be integrated in the models?
How can the flexibility of reactivity and proactivity
better be exploited for KM tasks?
3. Methodological and engineering aspects: Which functionalities can be provided as a kind of “KM middleware” or as modules for building KM applications? How
should agent–orientation of design and implementation be reflected in an “agent–based KM methodology”
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in order to facilitate transitions between different phases in the development cycle?
4. Evaluation of agent–based KM: How good does the
integration of (not agent–based) legacy systems into
agent environments work in real–world applications?
How easily can new agent–based components really be
integrated into an existing system? What evaluation
paradigms can be used to make different KM applications more comparable?
At the moment it is hard to argue (and indeed not aimed
at in this paper) that agent–based systems can do things
that could not also be done with conventional technology,
especially at the implementation level. However, we believe
that agent technology helps building KM systems faster and
more flexibly. We think that the results presented in this
paper demonstrate the potential of agent–oriented views to
build more human–centered, more agile, and more scalable
KM systems.
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Macro–level
Structure

Single–agent System

Homogeneous MAS

Heterogeneous MAS

Example app- OntoBroker
[58], MARS [63], DIAMS
lication
Jimminy [56], Re- [19], GroupLens [33],
membrance
Agent CAPIA [50]
[56],
MarginNotes
[56], Watson [16],
Letizia [39], Let´s
Browse [41]

KAoS [28], Knowledge Rover [35], KRAFT
[51], Campiello [36],
FRODO [3], CoMMA
[31], KEx [9], OperA
[21]

System–development
Level

Organizational analysis (seldom)
Design (acting on be- Design (restricted no- Design (more comhalf of –metaphor)
tion of agents)
prehensive
notion
of agents: beliefdesire-intention
architectures, speech
acts)
Implemented mostly Implemented on top of Implementation with
with
conventional middleware for distri- dedicated agent plattechniques
buted systems (Web, forms and/or SemanPeer–to–Peer)
tic Web technology

KM Applica- Distribution and utili- Distribution, utilizatition Area
zation of knowledge
on and preservation of
knowledge
Adequate presentati- Presentation for inon to ease internaliza- ternalization, connect
tion
people for socialization
Mostly “knowledge as Product and (rudiproduct”
mental) process view

Often KM frameworks

Aiming at covering
large areas of the
knowledge cycle
Product and/or process view

Tabelle 1: Typical Operation Points within the Design Space of Agent–based KM Systems.
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